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State Quarters for Kids: 1999-2009 collector's State quarter folder From Lincoln cents to the new

National Parks quarters, Warman's Coin Folders for Kids offer everything the young numismatist

needs to start on a hobby that could last a lifetime. As you collect, learn why Abraham Lincoln grew

his beard, how Thomas Jefferson delivered his addresses to Congress, where the smallest National

Park is located and which state features the roadrunner as its state bird. Featuring 58 high-quality

die-cut slots and chock-full of fascinating and educational facts, State Quarters for Kids is perfect for

the young coin collector.
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This series of coin folders is a great entry to coin collecting for youngsters. Our 8 year old has had

no difficulty getting the quarters locked in to place and they fit snugly enough that I foresee no risk of

them falling out later. She also finds the information in the folder interesting - especially the facts

about each of the states.Great product. I will recommend it to anyone looking for something to help

get a kid interested in coin collecting.

I gave this to my 6-year-old grandson who already knows the names and locations of all the states

and it has kept him occupied for hours. It takes an effort (with a small hammer) to get the coins to

stay in, but once they are in, they really stay in. There is also a short explanation of each state but

not exactly of the designs on the quarters.



I bought this book for my daughter who decided on a whim to start collecting coins. When the book

arrived, in perfect condition and exactly as described, she fell in love with the hobby. This is the

perfect book to ignite the flame of interest in any child for coin collecting.

It didn't cost very much, so all-in-all, it wasn't a bad deal. But, the quarters don't really fit into the

slots. They are hard for me to lodge in there prt of the way so they will stick, let alone my 8 year old.

It did arrive early.

I bought this for my 5 year old and she loves it. I like that it doesn't have P and D holders and the

map is nice. She knows the backs of all the states now and we completed it going to the bank just a

few times.

Bought this for my 7 yr old. It came quickly and has been a hit. My only complaint is it can be hard to

get some of the coins in the slots. Otherwise it's just fine and keeps everything organized. Also fun

for the family to collect.

The previous one we had purchased at the dollar store was pretty beat up so I looked everywhere

to replace it. I found this and it does the trick just great! It is not super durable only because of what

it is made of but it still holds up great!!!

My 7 year old needed help getting the quarters in, we eventually just left a small mallet on the

kitchen counter for her to use. Only took about 2 weeks to find all the quarters needed to fill the

folder and we got a chance to inject a few history lessons while robbing piggy banks. Excellent

summer project.
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